Bibliography -- Black Press


Nieman Reports. “Meet the New Black Press.”

https://niemanreports.org/articles/meet-the-new-black-press/

Great for examining the black press continuum from then to now – mostly now. This article is a snapshot of the Black press today and its future hopes.


@ProfessorBlackTruth. “The white media's attempts to imitate us are pathetic…” *Twitter*, 16 December 2021, 9 p.m.,

https://twitter.com/ProfBlacktruth/status/1455691409055420424/photo/1

“SPEAK OUT Why a Black Press?” *Umoja Sasa*, vol. 2, no. 2, 1977, pp. 5–5. JSTOR,

https://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/?id=47rzz9qm9780252044328


DWSO Research Bibliography

Libraries Promoting Reflective Dialogue in a Time of Political Polarization | ALA Store

The Ku Klux Klan and Freemasonry in 1920s America: Fighting Fraterniti (routledge.com)

Can Information Be Unfettered? Race and the New Digital Humanities Canon - Minnesota Scholarship (universitypressscholarship.com)

The mad mullah of America: Booth, Edgar Allen: Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming: Internet Archive

Radical Intellect: Liberator Magazine and Black Activism in the 1960s on JSTOR (obviously outside of DWSO’s timeline but an interesting periodical that captures much of the spirit of those early anti-Klan/pro white supremacy times)

#6 - The public school problem in America: outlining fully the policies ... - Full View | HathiTrust Digital Library

Incognegro

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/566344/incognegro-a-graphic-mystery-new-editio
n-by-written-by-mat-johnson-illustrated-by-warren-pleece/

An interview with Incognegro creator Mat Johnson about the inspiration behind his 1920s-era graphic novel and the continuity felt a hundred years into the future: “America’s issues are still America’s issues, and while I feel we have made some real progress in negotiating our legacy of race, we still have a long way to go in understanding how our legacy of being a slave nation still
affects us today in terms our economic realities, our prejudices, and the mythologies we build our national identity.” Students studying DWSO might find this an intriguing companion piece.


(An important work in codifying black thought and radicalism.)


From <https://www.jstor.org/stable/27502105#metadata_info_tab_contents>


Black Resistance to the Ku Klux Klan in the Wake of Civil War.


###
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